
Strategies when reading with a child

Ways to read with your child to help build confidence and create a shared
experience :

track reading - follow with your finger as I read to you
ghost reading - you whisper along as I read
choral reading - we all read together
echo reading - I read and then you read the same thing
partner reading - reading together or taking it in turns

This ensures children actively participate in all parts of reading sessions and
supports comprehension.

It is possible that you read a page, paragraph or sentence to model and then
you can take it in turns with your child to help build up their confidence.

You can periodically stop to discuss what is happening in the text using some of
the question bookmarks below.

Possible reading session:

1. Child track reads as I read a page.
2. Child ghost reads the same page along with me.
3. Stop and discuss any vocabulary they may be unsure of - picking out

clues in the text and pictures where possible.
4. I read a sentence with and without expression - which one do you prefer?

Why?
5. Child has a go at reading sentences with expression.
6. Partner read - we re- read the page together taking turns.
7. Discuss the context of the page using question bookmarks below.



Reading with a vocabulary focus

For this type of reading you would only focus on a paragraph of text.

A possible session:

1. Track or ghost read text together.

2. Are there any words that you don’t know? You could also pick out any
unusual words you think would be useful to explore.

3. Say the word out loud. How many syllables does it have?

4. Explain using a child friendly definition.

5. Use it in an example within a context they would be familiar with.

6. Ask them if they can use it in a sentence.

7. Are there any words you think you could upgrade?

8. Child reads the text again.

9. Discuss meaning of the text as a whole - you could use some of the
bookmark questions.
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